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B-B-2, Graphite Pencil on Paper 57x75.5 cm 2015 

 

 

As the year of rooster begins, Amy Li Gallery is proud to present the first solo exhibition by 

WANG YEFU included recent works created in 2013 to 2016. 

 

Born and raised in the vast region of Xinjiang, China, Wang Ye Fu graduated from the Xi'an 

Academy of Fine Arts before heading south to Guangdong, battling for his life as a typical 

northerner; as his name “Wild Man” indicates, he treats art in a quite dominent, egoistic way, but 

he’s also emotional and delicate. He kept on creating and admiring art during thirty years. He 

consciously introduces the self-awareness into his life, his blood and even his life. Eventually, 
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these have cumulated as determining factors leading to his success. 

 

Wang Ye fu's creation allows us to look into his abstract conceptions, his rigorous exigence for 

form, his generalization of lines and structures, his minimalist but subtle control of the image, his 

spiritualized expression of the abstract space he appreciates the most, which is simple, straightf 

or ward but also authentic in the extreme. Wang Ye Fu put the fictitious realism at the 

sentimental fulcrum of the artistic creation; he considers the metaphysical spiritual space as the 

highest expression art standard. He no longer applies the perspective law to his paintings, but 

accomplishes the spiritual discursive depiction with meaningful forms and subjective aesthetics 

instead; his abstraction is built upon the basis of non-representation. The form, media, space, 

color gamut, lines, lights and other forces together complete the output of his abstract language. 

The unified representation of the positive and the negative concepts in the same pictorial space 

is also the phenomenal representation of the most vivid contratsts. Wang Ye Fu creates with fixed 

choice of tools, which are the water-soluble graphite pencil and the drawing pen for architectural 

design, so that the colors of black, white and grey are also the regular organic components of the 

formal space of the painting. Wang Ye Fu’s sketch techniques can bring out the different 

characteristics of lines, color and brightness at different angles in one painting, so that the visual 

power brought out by the unique painting tool and by the graphic tint can be perfectly enhanced. 

 

The evolution of Wang Ye Fu's artistic creation has gone through three periods. The first period is 

after the graduation, he himself studied design. Since he has experienced the journey heading 

back home which took him three days and three nights, he created a work named “On the other 

side of the horizon - Nature. People · Religion” which has a highly distinctive personal style and 

has established the future orientation of his artistic creation. Then he became the only student of 

Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts who had his graduation project being published in the China Art News 

and Jiangsu Illustrated Periodical. The second period has taken place for nearly 10 years during 

his pursuit of painting with strong design sense; Wang Ye Fu introduced in his paintings some 

deliberately induced atmosphere, full of the sense of design, characterized with precision, 
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perspective, rationality and claims for structure, even the simple lines are rhythmic. The third 

period shows his current exploration for the individual spiritual space, the works of this period 

abandoned the design sense in the paintings and started to inquire the spiritual world generated 

from the artist's consciousness, in other words spontaneity, introspection, innovation in 

standards and images. His aspiration for the unreal world of spirit has been formulated in a 

much more ideal way, silent, simple but profound; this exhibition is about to provide a 

comprehensive way to understand the works of this last period. 

 

The solo exhibition showcases a complete collection of Wang Ye Fu’s work, of which he expresses 

highest respects to art. As Wang Ye Fu is true to his art, the gesture also designates his certainty 

of the Self and a comprehensive summary of his art.  

 

In 2017, Amy Li Gallery aim to continue our mission in bringing both academic and experimental 

exhibitions, and discover more outstanding artists for you. The exhibition until 19th of March, 

2017. 

 

Wang Yefu  

1962 Born in Xinjiang, China  

1987 Graduated from the Xi'an Academy of Fine Arts  

Works and lives in Shenzhen and Guangzhou, China  
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